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Mission & Purpose 

Documentation 

Mission/Purpose Statement 

The mission of the Developmental Reading Program at GRCC is to help students develop effective reading 

and clear critical thinking skills required for accomplishing curriculum goals in college level subjects.  

 

Target Audiences 
 

The target audience for both Introduction to College Reading (RD 097) and College Reading (RD 

098) are students whose Accuplacer scores indicate that they are reading below college level. 

Students reading anywhere between sixth to eighth grade level are placed in Introduction to 

College Reading (RD 097) and students reading at ninth grade level or higher are placed in 

College Reading (RD 098).  

 

Evaluation Questions 

1. Is the purpose/mission statement current and relevant?  

 

The purpose/mission statement is current. We recently revised the mission statement, 

which had not been revised since 1998 to better reflect our program outcomes.  The 

purpose/mission statement is not posted on the English Department website. In the 

future, there could be a link to a separate page focusing specifically on the Reading 

program. We will develop a link from the English Department webpage to provide 

students and staff with more information regarding the program.  

 

2. What are the various audiences for the courses within this discipline?  Are the various 

audiences being served appropriately through the existing variety of course offerings? 

 

All GRCC students who need to develop reading skills. The RD 097 and Rd 098 serve the 

majority of these students. For fall 2013 we have included RD 095 to meet the needs of 

the lowest readers. What we lack is a support course for stronger readers who still need 

help with reading and thinking about dense discipline based texts. Thus, we would like to 

implement a new course RD 100 which will focus on critical thinking and reading skills.  
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In response to an influx of students reading below the required RD 097 standards, we 

implemented the Literacy Empowerment Project. This project paired students with 

faculty and staff for one-on-one reading enrichment.  

 

Action Needed 
Based on the documentation and evaluation in this section, please indicate if action or 
improvement is needed in the following areas within the department by making your response 
bold: 
 

Mission/Purpose Yes No 
Target Audience Yes No 
   

Data 

Documentation  

Course Enrollment by Semester- See Appendix A 
 

In the years 2009-2012, we have observed a peak in enrollment and have maintained the 

necessary enrollment numbers to meet the needs of this influx of students.  However, this past 

year (2012-2013), there has been a decrease in enrollment.  This lower enrollment is more 

consistent with enrollment numbers prior to 2009, though it is still slightly higher than 2009 

enrollment numbers.   

Another trend that has been identified is that many of our students enroll later in the 

registration process.  In previous years, classes have been left opened until a week or two before 

the beginning of the class start to allow these students to enroll and fill the class.  However, with 

the last year or so, classes have been closed earlier, and this has not allowed us to meet the 

enrollment needs of our students that wait longer to register.  

 
Course Success Rates- See Appendix B  
 
The overall success rate for RD 097 is 52% and in RD 098 64%. According to Appendix B, African 
American students in RD 097 have a thirty percentage point lower success rate than White 
students. In RD 098, African American students have a twenty-two point percentage lower 
success rate. Hispanic students in RD 097 have an eleven percentage point lower success rate 
than White students but are nineteen percentage points higher than African American students. 
In RD 098, Hispanic students have equivalent success to White students.  
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RD 097 students that are under the age of 20 have a higher success rate (59%)than those over 
twenty (43/44%). As the RD 097 student population age increases, the percentage of success 
decreases. RD 098 students that are under the age of 20 have a 68% success rate, students 
between the ages of 20-24 are slightly lower (64%). As the age of RD 098 students increases, the 
success rate also decreases, though less dramatically than it does in RD 097.  
 
In RD 097 and RD 098 females have nine percentage point higher success rates than males.  
 
In RD 097 students who receive no Pell Grant have a twenty percentage point higher success 
rate. In RD 098 it is a thirteen percentage point higher success rate.  This shows that Pell status 
does correlate with success.  
 

Four Year Course Success Trends - See Appendix C 
 
The Reading Program has expanded with students from 715 in Fall 2009 to 1,001 in Fall 2011. 

Student enrollment in all reading classes has increased significantly since 2008, and in 2011, the 

enrollment for RD 098 doubled.   This increased enrollment can be partly attributed to the hiring 

of more full time reading faculty and the subsequent increase in sections offered.   

In terms of success the last four years 2008-2011 show the number of students passing the 

course with a C- or higher is gradually decreasing in RD 097 and RD 098. At the same time 

student withdrawals have increased in RD 097 and Rd 098. In RD 097 withdrawals peaked in 

2010 and now appear to be decreasing. For RD 098 the number of withdrawals has steadily 

increased over the last four years.  

The ratio of full-time to adjunct faculty relates directly to several ends, specifically to Academic 

Alignment, Access, the GRCC Experience, and Student Success. 

The majority of RD 097 and RD 098 sections are now taught by full-time faculty: For fall 2012 of 

RD 097 classes 50% were taught by full-time faculty and RD 098 48% were taught by full-time 

faculty.  For winter 2013 of RD 097 classes 63% are taught by full-time faculty and RD 098 55% 

are taught by full-time faculty. 

The importance of having an adequate number of full-time faculty members cannot be 

overstated.  The student experience in our Reading classes can make or break a student’s 

persistence and retention in college.  Our students need access to a superior academic 

experience in our Reading classes and the more consistent we are in delivering our curriculum, 

the better the academic experience for students.  Due to the increasing enrollment in Reading 

courses, we hired three additional full-time faculty. It goes without saying that the 

contributions of full-time faculty are different than the required contributions of adjunct 
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faculty. Our assumption is that this will have a positive effect on students and their success at 

the college, as well as elsewhere (transfer institutions, the workplace, etc.) 

The College Success Program (Title III Grant) and the Achieving the Dream initiatives are 

designed to increase graduation rates.  One of our CAPs is to increase MACRAO graduates. 

Among the College Success Program’s goals for 2016 are increases in the number of degree-

seeking developmental students who graduate within three years, receive a grade of “C” or 

better in developmental courses, and complete 30+ college-level credit hours.  Reading, writing 

and critical thinking are the foundation of all academic success.  Two of the 15 “gateway” 

classes as defined by Achieving the Dream are in the Reading Program (RD 097, RD 098).  Skills 

taught in reading courses are specifically designed to assist with success across disciplines, and 

additionally to familiarize students with and increase willingness to take advantage of resources 

available for academic support opportunities on campus.   

Reading Apprenticeship is s a partnership of expertise between the teacher and students, 

drawing on what content area teachers know and do as skilled discipline-based readers and on 

learners' unique and often underestimated strengths. Reading Apprenticeship is the core 

practice of our reading instruction. All full-time faculty and most adjunct faculty have been 

trained and have implemented the concepts in their classrooms. This training fits with our 

program goals of promoting vital literacy skills for underprepared students in order to increase 

their potential for success in comprehending college textbooks. This will impact students in 

becoming successful readers in various content areas as their professors learn how to model 

discipline-specific reading skills and habits.  

During the summer of 2011, rubric training was held to introduce faculty to a Curriculum 

Embedded Reading Assessment (CERA). The purpose of the CERA was to provide a common 

formative assessment to monitor students’ comprehension and provide a rich picture of 

students’ ability to make sense of text and their awareness of their reading processes. All full-

time and adjunct faculty have attended CERA rubric training and administer it within the 

classroom.  

 
Evaluation Questions 

1. Are all courses within the discipline viable based on the enrollment data (# of students 

who take the course in the academic year)? 

 

Yes, courses within the discipline are viable based on enrollment data. The data show 

that there has been an increase in enrollment over the past four years which has led to 
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more course offerings of Introduction to College Reading (RD 097) and College Reading 

(RD 098). 

 

In order to sustain the viability of the course, we will continue to recruit and train 

certified/qualified adjunct reading instructors.  

 

2. Are students passing courses at the appropriate rates?  If not, which courses are of 

concern?  Are the Course Success Rates the same for the various sub-group 

populations?  If not, where are the areas of concern? 

 

According to Appendix C, the success rates in both RD 097 and RD 098 have declined 

since 2008. Although our data show that our success rate trends have declined, we are 

still above the national average of 46% (students who a complete developmental 

reading classes successfully). There is room for improvement in both RD 097 and (RD 

098).  

 

 

3. Do the grade distributions seem appropriate for each course?  If not, which courses are 

of concern? 

 

Course success rates are not the same for the various sub-group populations. Our 

primary area of concern is Black/non-Hispanic students who are 22 percentage points  

below successful course completion. 

 

 

 
Action Needed 
Based on the documentation and evaluation in this section, please indicate if action or 
improvement is needed in the following areas within the department by making your response 
bold: 
 

Course enrollment  Yes No 
Course Success Rates Yes No 
Course grade distributions Yes No 

 

Curriculum 

Documentation 
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Department/Discipline Curriculum History (last eight years) 
 

Long-time English instructors at Grand Rapids Community College report that 

developmental reading sponsored by the English Department was in place prior to 1981.  In this 

early stage, there were two developmental reading courses:  RD 100 and 102.  RD 100 was 

designed for students who entered GRCC with less than 9th grade reading skills and focused on 

vocabulary building, establishing purpose for reading, comprehension, and effective study 

habits.  Students needed to achieve a 9.5 reading grade level on a standardized test to pass the 

class.  RD 102 was a continuation of 100, building reading skills to college level.  Students who 

were placed into RD 100 were expected (though not required) to take RD 102 as their next step.  

The courses were taught by two full-time instructors with degrees in English, not reading, and 

varying numbers of adjunct faculty who may or may not have had course work in reading. 

By 1985, reading classes had become part of a new developmental education program 

with its own name—the Academic Foundations Program (AFP).  While the program has 

changed over the years, the name remains.  In 1985 the AFP “program” was a collection of 

seven courses focused on pre-college skills and a set of advising guidelines for counselors, 

published in a booklet called The Academic Advisor’s Handbook.  According to the Handbook, 

the AFP program philosophy was “based on the premise that given enough time, proper 

methods, proper instructional materials, and a proper instructor, most students who need to 

improve basic academic skills will be able to reach performance levels that will increase the 

probability of their success in regular college classes.”  The program aimed to integrate 

developmental instruction with counseling and academic support services such as the tutoring 

labs.  While the handbook facilitated effective advising of developmental reading students, the 

program had no mechanisms or policies to support integration of counseling or tutoring 

services with instruction.  Last updated in 1997, the Handbook provided the needed tools to get 

students into reading classes, but it came no closer to integrating support services than did the 

first edition 12 years earlier. 

During that 12 year period, the reading program at GRCC experienced other changes.  

By 1997 RD 100 had become RD 097, and RD 102 had become RD 098.  RD 097 had a narrower 

focus than RD 100, with emphasis on vocabulary development, reading rate, identification of 

main and supporting ideas, and learning/study skills.  RD 098 focused on questioning the text, 

making inferences and drawing conclusions, analyzing figurative language, determining 

organizational pattern, and evaluating author message.  A technology component (Weaver 

Instructional Systems) had been added to both classes, and the Nelson Denny test was chosen 

as the required pre and post-test instrument for measuring progress.   
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By 2002, Accuplacer had replaced Asset as the placement test for the college.  Students 

with an ACT score of 16 or higher were exempt from reading; those falling below 16 had to take 

Accuplacer to determine placement.  RD 097 was geared to students reading at grade levels 7-9 

while RD 098 was geared to students reading at grade levels 10-12.  Reading classes were not 

mandatory, but advisors were instructed to encourage students to take the reading classes they 

placed into.  The focus of the classes was further refined so that RD 097 was a vocabulary 

development class that addressed the literal meaning of text while  RD 098 addressed 

comprehension and critical response to text 

In 2005 the college hired a full time reading instructor with a degree in reading.  This 

was the first time a full-time person with an advanced degree in reading was available to 

provide leadership to the program.    In 2007 the full-time reading instructor was given release 

time to serve as the Reading Coordinator.  In this role she managed all the materials and 

logistics of the standardized assessment and on- line curriculum, worked with new and/or 

struggling instructors one-on-one, led curriculum development, and provided training for all 

reading instructors as needed.      

By 2009 when an additional full- time person with a degree in reading came on board,  a 

shift in the philosophy of teaching reading had emerged .  The previous emphasis on skills in 

isolation was replaced by an emphasis on metacognition.  Vocabulary development, 

comprehension and critical response to text were expected at all levels.   As might be expected, 

this was not comfortable for all of the adjuncts who had been accustomed to following a text 

that offered work book exercises highlighting discrete skills and strategies in isolation from one 

another.  New texts included a popular magazine which provided authentic reading material, 

and adjunct instructors were encouraged to attend training to help them manage this new kind 

of text.    

    Reading was also influenced by changes to the AFP program over the years.  AFP was 

guided by a multidisciplinary steering team that, among other things, looked for common 

elements among all AFP classes.  In 2008, this team created Common Course Outcomes (CCO) 

which should be addressed in all AFP classes, regardless of discipline.  The CCOs, tied to GRCC’s 

General Learner Outcomes, outline five non-discipline-based skills that students were expected 

to work on building in all of their AFP classes: planning and setting goals, self-assessment, 

personal responsibility, collaborative learning, and general college knowledge.  The creation of 

these outcomes aligned with and added to the study behaviors already built into the reading 

classes.   

As the program changed, it became apparent that students were changing also.  More 

and more students were enrolling with severe reading deficiencies.  Data showed that of the 

250 students who scored below 30 on Accuplacer/7th grade on Nelson Denny, only about 20% 
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had a chance of passing the course.  To address this problem the reading coordinator proposed 

offering a “Literacy Empowerment” program to supplement classroom teaching and increase 

success in this high risk population.  The program paired a low functioning reader with a staff or 

faculty mentor for 30 minutes of supplemental reading per week throughout the duration of 

the semester.   

 
 In 2010, the Reading Program began to train its faculty in Reading Apprenticeship (RA), a 

metacognitive approach to the reading process.  By the Fall 2011, all full time reading faculty 

and most adjuncts had a thorough introduction to RA and by Fall 2012, most had had a two-day  

in-depth training.  As part of the RA emphasis, the Reading Program initiated Curriculum 

Embedded Reading Assessments (CERA’s) to identify areas of strength for students and areas of 

struggle.  Based on the results, instructors adjusted teaching strategies to improve student 

performance in weak areas.  Additionally to improve consistency and focus on course 

outcomes, all instructors were directed to include course outcomes on their syllabi.   

 

 In 2012-2013, an RD 095 course was brought to AGC for approval.  This course offers six 

hours of credit in reading for students who are reading below a 6th grade level.  The reading 

course is paired with a contextualized CO 003 and PY 097 course, and students take these 

classes as co-requisites.  The planning will continue over the summer of 2013, and the course 

will be offered for the first time in Fall 2013.   

 
Courses Approved for Online Delivery- See Appendix D 
 
Developmental Reading courses are not suited for online delivery. The delivery mode is reading, 
the very skill these students are attempting to master.  
 
Honors Courses- See Appendix D 
 
Introduction to College Reading (RD 097) and College Reading (RD 098) are not offered as 

honors courses.  

 
Study Away Courses- See Appendix D 
 
We do not offer Academic Service Learning or honors classes within our developmental reading 

courses. 

 
Course Equivalencies with Transfer Institutions 
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Introduction to College Reading (RD 097) and College Reading (RD 098) do not transfer to other 

institutions, nor do they count for graduation. In the future we will be working on creating a 

new course RD 100 -Critical Thinking and Reading Skills, which will be a transferrable course. 

Evaluation Questions 

1. To what extent is the program curriculum aligned with external professional standards 

(Industry, State, or National)?  Are the current courses within the discipline 

appropriately and sufficiently addressing external standards?  Please explain. 

While there is no universally recognized professional standard to which our department 

should be aligned, our curriculum largely follows the recommendations of the National 

Council of Teachers of English (NCTE), the International Reading Association (IRA), and 

the College Reading and Learning Association (CRLA).  Published jointly by NCTE and the 

International Reading Association (IRA) in 1996 and reaffirmed in 2012, The Standards 

for the English Language Arts outline the following standards:  

 Students read a wide range of print and non-print texts to build an understanding of 

texts, of themselves, and of the cultures of the United States and the world; to 

acquire new information; to respond to the needs and demands of society and the 

workplace; and for personal fulfillment. Among these texts are fiction and nonfiction, 

classic and contemporary works.  

 Students apply a wide range of strategies to comprehend, interpret, evaluate, and 

appreciate texts. They draw on their prior experience, their interactions with other 

readers and writers, their knowledge of word meaning and of other texts, their word 

identification strategies, and their understanding of textual features (e.g., sound-

letter correspondence, sentence structure, context, graphics).  

 Students conduct research on issues and interests by generating ideas and questions, 

and by posing problems. They gather, evaluate, and synthesize data from a variety of 

sources (e.g., print and non-print texts, artifacts, people) to communicate their 

discoveries in ways that suit their purpose and audience.  

 Students use a variety of technological and information resources (e.g., libraries, 

databases, computer networks, video) to gather and synthesize information and to 

create and communicate knowledge.  

 Students participate as knowledgeable, reflective, creative, and critical members of a 

variety of literacy communities.  

 Students use spoken, written, and visual language to accomplish their own purposes 

(e.g., for learning, enjoyment, persuasion, and the exchange of information). 
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Additionally, we follow NADE guidelines for our developmental courses.  

 

Professional Standards according to the National Association for Developmental 

Education: 

● To preserve and make possible educational opportunity for each postsecondary 

learner. 

● To develop in each learner the skills and attitudes necessary for the attainment of 

academic, career, and life goals. 

● To ensure proper placement by assessing each learner's level of preparedness for 

college coursework. 

● To maintain academic standards by enabling learners to acquire competencies 

needed for success in mainstream college courses. 

● To enhance the retention of students. 

● To promote the continued development and application of cognitive and affective 

learning theory. 

 

http://www.nade.net/AboutDevEd.html 

 

GRCC’s Reading faculty strives to uphold each of these standards, both in the design of 

our curriculum and in our approach to assessment of student reading skills.   

 

 

2. To what extent is the curriculum (course offerings) aligned with the first two years of 

transfer institutions?  [Transfer Institution Curriculum Comparison] 

 

Reading 097 & Reading 098 do not transfer to other institutions, nor do they count for 

graduation.  

 

3. Do the program (discipline) outcomes reflect the demonstrable skills, knowledge, and 

attitudes expected of students by the end of the program?  Are the Program Student 

Learning outcomes clearly stated and measurable?  If not, what changes are suggested? 

 

Since the “Reading Program” is a two course sequence, the program outcomes are the 

outcomes for RD 098.   The outcomes are as follows: 

 

1. Students will read at the 11.0 grade level as evidenced on the Nelson-Denny Reading 

Test or similar assessment. 

http://www.nade.net/AboutDevEd.html
http://www.nade.net/AboutDevEd.html
http://www.nade.net/AboutDevEd.html
http://www.nade.net/AboutDevEd.html
http://www.nade.net/AboutDevEd.html
http://www.nade.net/AboutDevEd.html
http://www.nade.net/AboutDevEd.html
http://www.nade.net/AboutDevEd.html
http://www.nade.net/AboutDevEd.html
http://www.nade.net/AboutDevEd.html
http://www.nade.net/AboutDevEd.html
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2.  Sudents will be successful in subsequent classes beyond their reading program. 

3. Program offerings meet the needs of the diverse student population.  

 

 

4. Are the current course offerings sufficient in terms of breadth and depth?  If not, what 

courses should be added and or eliminated? [Curriculum Mapping] 

 

The current course offerings are sufficient in terms of breadth and depth for most of our 

reading students, but we have created RD 095 to give students who are reading at a very 

low level the opportunity to work on fluency, comprehension and vocabulary in a six 

credit hour reading workshop. They may concurrently complete the RD 097 curriculum or 

they may enroll in RD 097 after completing RD 095.  (For breadth and depth of 095 

outcomes, see appendices.)  Next year we plan to create and CARP a one hundred level 

reading course RD 100 which will focus on critical reading and thinking skills. Each new 

course will help to address and serve the reading needs of our student population.   

 

The CARP outline documents the breadth and depth of both RD 097 and RD 098.  See 

appendices.    

 

 

5. Are the honors and study away offerings sufficient for the program? 

 

Currently Introduction to College Reading (RD 097) and College Reading (RD 098) are not 

offered as honors courses or study abroad courses.  

 

6. Is experiential learning, including internships and academic service learning, 

systematically embedded into the courses?  Are the current experiential learning 

opportunities sufficient?  Please explain. 

 

We do not offer Academic Service Learning or honors classes within our developmental 

reading courses. 

 

7. Does the curriculum prepare students for a constantly changing employment 

environment, and prepare students to expect and manage change?  Please explain. 

 

The rigorous curriculum provided in all of our reading courses prepare students for the 

constantly changing employment environment. Reading is required in every career path. 
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By helping students with reading for meaning, critical thinking skills, and developing 

vocabulary we are preparing them to be successful in the future. 

 

8. Is the curriculum developed in such a way that it allows students to continue their 

education once they are finished with their subsequent coursework?  Please explain. 

 

The curriculum in all Reading courses is designed to provide students with the skills, 

strategies, and critical thinking to be successful in reading. Reading is a huge component 

of any college course. By taking these foundation courses, students will be able to 

continue their education successfully.  

 

One problem with the curriculum is the two-semester time frame for students who place 

into RD 097.  Students need an accelerated option so that they can get to subsequent 

course work in a more timely fashion.  This is particularly true of students who need 

bushing up, rather than mastery of all new information.   

 

9. Are the online offerings (courses & number of sections) sufficient to meet student 

needs? 

 

Currently there are no online offering for Reading 097 and Reading 098. 

Action Needed 

Based on the documentation and evaluation in this section, please indicate if action or 
improvement is needed in the following areas within the department by making your response 
bold: 
 

Curriculum alignment with external professional standards Yes No 
Transfer alignment Yes No 
Program Outcomes Yes No 

Program Learning Outcomes Yes No 

Course offerings Yes No 

General Education Yes No 

Honors Program Yes No 

Study Away Program Yes No 

Internship Yes No 

Academic Service Learning Yes No 

Course sequencing Yes No 

Pre-requisites Yes No 

Preparing students for change Yes No 

Online Course Offerings Yes No 
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Assessment of Student Learning 

Documentation 
 
Program Learning Outcome(s)  
 
Taken from the College Reading (RD 098) CARP:     

1.Students will use vocabulary and comprehension strategies to make meaning of text.  

2. Students will identify patterns of organization in text.    

3. Students will construct coherent responses (summaries, reflections, etc.) which 

demonstrate literal or critical interpretation of text. 

4. Students will apply comprehension strategies that will transfer to college level course 

material.    

5.Students will employ various study skills appropriate to content and /or personal 

learning style.   

 

The focus this year was on learning outcome #1.   

 
Measures of Student Learning 
 
The Nelson Denny Reading Assessment (Currently researching similar but more appropriate 

measures of student learning.) 

 
Initial Data and Findings (See Appendix E) 
 

While evaluating data from the Nelson Denny (ND) post-test assessment, we discovered 

some major concerns with the ND as a post-test measure.   First we noted that in Fall 

2012, 57% of students were unable to complete the ND post test in the timed allotted, 

and in Winter 2013, 33% of students were unable to complete in the time allotted.  We 

are interested in what students can do, not in how they can do it.   

 

Also, we concluded that the test is outdated and does not align with the current 

metacognitive emphasis in the curriculum.   We are currently we are reviewing other 

testing measures to replace the ND. We are also planning on developing common 

assessments for all reading courses.  

Finally, based on the ND post-test item analysis for the Fall 2012 and Winter 2013 data, 
the two areas most commonly missed were understanding vocabulary in context and 
timed reading.    
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Curricular or Pedagogical Changes Implemented 
 
After reviewing the initial data from the Nelson Denny Reading test we discovered several areas 

in which students scored consistently low. The texts that gave students the most trouble were 

not very interesting or engaging.  This has led us to look for a better reading assessment. 

 

The two lowest skill areas identified by ND were understanding vocabulary in context and timed 

reading.    As a result, full time faculty developed lesson plans focused on these areas of 

weakness—teaching vocabulary in context and practicing reading fluency with timed readings. 

These plans were distributed to RD 098 instructors during the Winter 2013 semester. Faculty 

response to the lesson on teaching vocabulary in context  was extremely positive.  The entire 

faculty used a common PowerPoint in their classes and reported positive student 

feedback.  There was a suggestion from one faculty member to provide more practice in 

paragraph form of mistakes in the text for students to correct.  In the lesson, one paragraph was 

provided.  All faculty commented on the fact that students did not know that "home in" and 

"hone in" were so similar and that the discussion really helped understand in what context to 

use each. All the faculty responses said that they would use the lesson the next semester and 

that when they compared the pre-test with the post-test, the results showed a significant 

improvement in the common errors.  

 

Another area of weakness for students focused on the ability to perform well on timed reading 

tests. This skill is essential for managing expectations for successful testing in future credit 

bearing courses. As a result, we developed several timed readings for students to complete. 

These readings were distributed to RD 098 instructors during the Winter 2013 semester. After 

implementing these in the classrooms most instructors saw improvement in students’ 

confidence and pacing during timed readings. Students were also observed as feeling more 

comfortable with timed readings.  

 

We have gone forward with training faculty in a deeper understanding of Reading 

Apprenticeship comprehension and critical thinking strategies.  The metacognitive emphasis in 

Reading Apprenticeship helps students identify when their comprehension breaks down and 

gives them strategies for correcting the comprehension breakdowns.  Student learn to identify 

the point at which vocabulary impedes comprehension and helps them build strategies for 

understanding the meaning of vocabulary in context.   

 

Lastly, when reviewing our institutional data we discovered that 52% of students in RD 097 are 

not successful and demonstrate significant deficiencies in vocabulary and comprehension.  As a 
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result a new RD 095 course has been developed. This course will focus on students who enter 

college reading below a sixth grade reading level.  

 

Data and Findings (post improvement/change)  

We are still looking for a replacement for the Nelson Denny. 
 
We did the item analysis on the ND pre test.  Now we realize we did not collect post test data 
from every instructor, and so we do not have the post improvement findings that we should 
have for this section.  This will become an action project for the coming year.     
 

Evaluation 

1. What are your greatest needs for support in order to continue to move forward with your 
assessment work?   

 We need help with Nelson Denny (or alternate assessment) data collection and analysis. 
 We need help with all aspects of designing and implementing data collection for our 
 program.   
  

  

 
Action Needed 
Based on the documentation and evaluation in this section, please indicate if action or 
improvement is needed in the following areas within the department by making your response 
bold: 
 

Identifying Measures for each Program Learning Outcome Yes No 
Reporting out longitudinal data in a meaningful format Yes No 
Creating meaningful improvement projects Yes No 

 

Preparing for the future 

Documentation 
 
Trends in the Field 
 
[Document any environmental scanning data and information/trends impacting the discipline] 
College reading courses have changed significantly over the last ten years. There has been a 
shift towards teaching reading using metacognition. In this sense students are encouraged to 
think about what they are reading or learning and how this process is occurring. Recently this 
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concept in teaching college reading has increases because this is a transferable skill which is 
essential to persisting in subsequent content area courses. Reading Apprenticeship has recently 
received national acclaim as a reading framework which uses metacognitive protocols which 
can be used in any discipline.  
 
In order to increase competency in developmental reading and writing many colleges have 
started to pair reading courses with developmental writing courses. This pairing helps to 
reinforce the writing and reading skills in both classes and allows instructors to collaborate 
instruction. In addition to pairing reading and writing courses there is now a trend to” pair” 
college reading courses with one hundred level gateway courses. This alignment has allowed 
students to transfer the critical reading and note-taking skills that they gleaned in reading to 
their content area courses. Through this pairing colleges have seen success with students who 
take reading and a one hundred level course concurrently.  
 
Another mainstream trend is acceleration of developmental courses. Accelerated developmental 
education involves curricular restructuring that reduces sequence length. It also includes a 
reconsideration of curricular content.  What we are teaching in developmental courses is 
hopefully what students truly need to succeed. Reading courses typically have two or three 
sequential course offerings where students take one course per semester. Students use a 
significant amount of financial aid when they have to take a full year or more of developmental 
courses. There are various ways in which accelerated reading courses can be offered. Fast Track, 
is an option in which students go through an intense remediation and then retake the 
placement test and bypass a developmental course. Condensing a fifteen week course into a 
seven week course is another option that has become the norm for many community colleges.  
 
 
 

Plans for Course Development/Revision/Elimination Over the Next Four Years 
 
1.  Because many students do not want to take two semesters to complete their reading 

requirement, we plan to offer RD 097 and RD 098 in a seven week time frame, one following the 

other in the same semester.  This will allow students who place into two developmental reading 

classes to complete their reading requirement in just one semester and address the program 

outcome of having course offerings that meet student needs.  

 

2.  Reading 100 (RD 100) We will develop a course which will focus primarily on critical thinking 

through complex academic texts. This course will be linked to reading intensive  

 

3.  We will continue to deepen our offerings in reading faculty training.   
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 a. Reading Apprenticeship:  Over the next four years the Reading Department plans to 

continue to implement Reading Apprenticeship within the classroom because of its impact on 

student reading comprehension. While all full-time faculty and most adjunct faculty have had 

some preliminary training, it is our goal to train the remaining adjunct faculty members and any 

new adjunct faculty members. It also a goal that full-time faculty members will attend a Train 

the Trainer workshop in order to take a more active role in the training of other faculty 

members in the future.   

To standardize implementation of RA, we will use the reading/thinking protocols from Making 

Thinking Visible, our department study text in 2012-2013.  Within the next four years, we 

gradually add new protocols from this book into our classrooms in order to deepen the critical 

thinking, vocabulary, and comprehension skills of our students. As new faculty members join our 

department they will be given the text and training on how to implement within the classroom. 

We will also continue to participate in department professional reading that is relevant to our 

field of study.  

 b.  Cultural Competence: The Reading Department is confronting the overall lack of 

achievement of African-American men between the ages of 18-24, especially part-time students 

and those on Pell Grants.  We have deepen our  professional development on this issue.  Our 

plan is that the professional development will lead to an action  to improve the success rate of 

our lowest achieving students, African-American men.   

4.  To promote more consistent outcomes, we will develop a common assessment for RD 097 

and one for RD 098 that all faculty will use to measure student progress in reading.  This will 

give feedback and data about student achievement for instructors teaching the same courses.    

5.  To increase the breadth and depth of our program offerings, we will implement the Reading 

095 course in Fall 2013.   We will gather data to determine the value of offering this level of 

course.   

6.  We will design a plan to gather and evaluate results from the Curriculum Embedded Reading 

Assessments that we have begun doing.  Currently individual instructors get information on 

their students’ performance, but we haven’t collected this to get program data.    

Evaluation Questions 

1. Are the resources sufficient to meet identified needs and goals for the next four years?  

Please explain. 

 

Over the past three years, three full time faculty members were hired. We have noticed 

significant benefits by having more full-time faculty members in our program. In order to 
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continue to meet our needs and our future goals, we must maintain five full-time faculty 

members.  

 

Another resource that would improve reading instruction in all Reading courses is  

document cameras in all classrooms. This will enhance student engagement and success, 

as well as reduce copy costs.  

 

With the implementation of RD 095, we foresee the need for additional resources and 

supplies. This course is still in the planning stages and a full list of resources is being 

developed. 

 

Over the past three years, the Reading Program has successfully implemented 

professional reading groups. We have found this time of collaboration to be very 

valuable and beneficial. We would like to sustain this type of professional development. 

We would need funds for professional reading materials.   

 

Reading Apprenticeship is an integral part of our program. To maintain the success, we 

want to have full-time faculty receive accredited training in order to facilitate instruction 

among adjuncts and other faculty. The funds for this could potentially come from the 

Academic Foundations Program.  

 

2. Are the facilities and equipment adequate to facilitate teaching and learning?  Please 

explain. 

The Reading Department would benefit from having uniform technology in all 

classrooms. Specifically document cameras, white boards, screens, and easily accessible 

computer stations.  

With the renovations to Cook Hall scheduled for Spring/Summer 2013, we are hopeful 

that many of these problems will be rectified.  

 
Action Needed 
Based on the documentation and evaluation in this section, please indicate if action or 
improvement is needed in the following areas within the department by making your response 
bold: 
 

Securing resources for course development/administration Yes No 
Facilities/equipment upgrades Yes No 
Other:   
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Other:   
Other:   
Other:   

 

Additional Tasks/Work 

 Develop the Course Review schedule for the next four years (beginning with next year) 

 Identify which courses from the department will be developed in online or hybrid 

format over the next four years.   Indicate the highest priorities for online and hybrid 

development and the academic year in which the course will be developed. 

 Review all publications, website, catalog to ensure consistency of information 

 Complete Follow-Up Action Checklist  
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Appendix A- 2008 – 2012 Course Enrollment Data Summary 

Course Enrollment by Semester—Count of enrollments in each course in each term from fall 2008 through winter 2013 (preliminary).  

Enrollment follows patterns of build-up through 2009 peak in 2010, slow return to normalcy in 2011 and 2012. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 Reading Course Enrollment by Semester 

 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012 

Course Fall 
2008 

Winter 
2009 

Summer 
2009 

Total 
Fall 

2009 
Winter 
2010 

Summer 
2010 

Total 
 

Fall 
2010 

Winter 
2011 

Summer 
2011 

Total 
 

Fall 
2011 

Winter 
2012 

Summer 
2012 

Total 
 

RD 087  9 9 18             

RD 097 243 206 58 507 406 271 131 808 518 349 102 969 506 351 83 940 

RD 098 191 236 43 470 309 347 150 806 416 406 129 951 495 471 127 1093 
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Appendix B - Course Success Rates (Success = grades A to C-) 

 Course Success Rates – AtD categories—Course success rates (A-C divided by all grades) by subcategories: Race/Ethnicity, Gender, Full-

time/Part-time, and Pell Grant recipient/No Pell.   
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Appendix B - Course Success Rates (Success = grades A to C-) 

RD 097       
 

          

Race/  
Ethnicity 

  
White  
non-

Hispanic 

Black  
non-

Hispanic 
Hispanic 

Asian / 
Pacific 

Islander 

Native 
American 

Non- 
resident 

Alien 

No 
response 
or other 

Total 

     Number Course Enrollments 148 248 61 9 4 0 38 508 

  
   Number Successful Course 
Enrollments 

104 100 36 7 2 0 15 264 

  
   Percent Successful Course 
Enrollments 

70% 40% 59% 78% 50% NA 39% 52% 

Age   
Less 

than 20 
20-24 

25 or 
older 

Total         

     Number Course Enrollments 286 93 129 508         

  
   Number Successful Course 
Enrollments 

168 41 55 264         

  
   Percent Successful Course 
Enrollments 

59% 44% 43% 52%         

Gender   Female Male Total           

     Number Course Enrollments 271 237 508           

  
   Number Successful Course 
Enrollments 

153 111 264           

  
   Percent Successful Course 
Enrollments 

56% 47% 52%           

Pell   Pell No Pell Total           

     Number Course Enrollments 388 120 508           

  
   Number Successful Course 
Enrollments 

184 80 264           

  
   Percent Successful Course 
Enrollments 

47% 67% 52%           
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RD 098       
 

          

Race/  
Ethnicity 

  
White  
non-

Hispanic 

Black  
non-

Hispanic 
Hispanic 

Asian / 
Pacific 

Islander 

Native 
American 

Non- 
resident 

Alien 

No 
response 
or other 

Total 

     Number Course Enrollments 208 184 53 6 4 2 43 500 

  
   Number Successful Course 
Enrollments 

154 96 40 4 2 2 24 322 

  
   Percent Successful Course 
Enrollments 

74% 52% 75% 67% 50% 100% 56% 64% 

Age   
Less than 

20 
20-24 

25 or 
older 

Total         

     Number Course Enrollments 269 106 125 500         

  
   Number Successful Course 
Enrollments 

182 68 72 322         

  
   Percent Successful Course 
Enrollments 

68% 64% 58% 64%         

Gender   Female Male Total           

     Number Course Enrollments 267 233 500           

  
   Number Successful Course 
Enrollments 

183 139 322           

  
   Percent Successful Course 
Enrollments 

69% 60% 64%           

Pell   Pell No Pell Total           

     Number Course Enrollments 356 144 500           

  
   Number Successful Course 
Enrollments 

216 106 322           

  
   Percent Successful Course 
Enrollments 

61% 74% 64%           
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Appendix C- Four-Year Course Success Summary 

 Course Grade Distribution Fall 2008 2009 2010 and 2011—Earned grades by course, each fall term from 2009 to 2012.  Grades are listed 

As to E, then I (incomplete), NS (no-show), W (withdrawal), WF (withdrawal-failing), and WP (withdrawal-passing).  Extended analyses 

show success (grades A to C divided by all grades), and rates of withdrawal, no-show, and incomplete.  Sometimes a low success rates 

are a result of high withdrawal and no-show rates.   

 

Reading Department Course Success Rate Trends 

Course 2008 2009 2010 2011 

 A-C %All Withdrawal %All A-C %All Withdrawal %All A-C %All Withdrawal %All A-C %All Withdrawal %All 
RD  97 147 60% 34 14% 241 59% 35 9% 263 51% 71 14% 245 48% 53 10% 

RD  98 139 72% 21 11% 220 71% 27 9% 281 67% 37 9% 295 59% 62 12% 
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Appendix D- Course Development 

Reading Department Courses developed for online/hybrid delivery 

None 

 

English Department Honors courses offered 

None 

 

English Department Study Away courses offered 

None 
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GRCC Program Review Follow-Up Action Checklist  
 Action 

Needed? 

Brief Action Statement  Resources Needed 

Academic 

Year for 

Work 

 YES NO    

 

MISSION/PURPOSE 

     

Mission/Purpose 
 x    

Target Audience  x    

 

DATA 

     

Course Enrollment by Semester  x     

Course Success Rates x  Cultural competency training for faculty. We 

need to continue to receive disaggregated 

data each semester for both RD 097 and RD 

098. 

 

Data from IR 

Training materials  

 

2013-2014 

Course Grade Distributions x  Create a common assessment to get more 

consistent data and standardize grades 

between adjunct and full time faculty.  

Data from IR 

Create a common 

assessment for RD 095, 

RD 097 and RD 098. 

 

2014-2015 

 

CURRICULUM 

     

Curriculum alignment with external 

professional standards 

 X    
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Transfer alignment   (NA)   

Curriculum Alignment K-12  X    

Program Outcomes X  Create common syllabi focused on our six 

learning outcomes.  

Faculty time 2013-2014 

Program Learning Outcomes X  Develop CERA’s to assess learning.  

Collect pre and post test data on an 

assessment of learning while developing 

and using a scoring rubric. Facilitate training 

for new rubric.  

Continue and extend faculty development in 

Reading Apprenticeship. 

Assistance from 

Curriculum and 

Instruction to create 

rubric 

Faculty time for training.  

2014-2015 

ILOs  X    

Course offerings X  The reading program has now created one 

new reading course RD 095 and we will 

begin to develop RD 100. There will be four 

reading courses by winter 2015. 

Data from IR to 

determine need for RD 

100 to be paired with a 

gateway 100 level 

course.  

2013-2014 

Academic Service Learning  X    

Course sequencing X  Offer RD 097 and RD 098 as an intensive 

format. Students will complete RD 097 and 

Rd 098 in consecutive seven week blocks.  

Deliver and monitor success of RD 095 for 

one year.  

Data from IR 

Instructional and 

assessment resources 

Winter 2015 

Pre-requisites  X    

Preparing students for change  X    

 

ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING 

     

Identifying Measures for each Program  x    
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Learning Outcome 

Reporting out longitudinal data in a 

meaningful format 

 x    

Creating meaningful improvement 

projects 

 x    

 

PREPARING FOR THE FUTURE 

     

Course Development Planning X  The next course to be developed is RD 100. 

This course is a 100 level course which will 

focus on critical reading and thinking skills. 

This course will need to be aligned with a 

content area “gateway” course such as PY 

201 or PS 110.  

Faculty and staff time 2014-2015 

Securing resources for course/program 

development/administration 

 X    

Facilities/equipment upgrades  X    

OTHER      

Other:      

Other:      

Other:      
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Appendix E-Initial Data and Findings

Nelson-Denny Post-Test Item Analysis 

Question # Fall 2012* Winter 2013** 

1 5%  

2 9%  

3 12%  

4 38%  

5 38%  

6 31%  

7 48%  

8 53%  

9 5%  

10 3%  

11 7%  

12 18%  

13 53%  

14 15%  

15 13%  

16 22%  

17 20%  

18 37%  

19 19%  

20 36%  

21 29%  

22 32%  

23 33%  

24 17%  

25 29%  

 

*Numbers are the percentage correct out of 241 students that 

completed the Post-test. 

**Numbers are the percentage correct out of students that 

completed the Post-test. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note:  The test does ask 38 questions, but the item analysis 

becomes inconclusive after question 25 due to half the students 

not finishing the post-test. 

 

 

 

 

 Fall 2012 Winter 2013 

Up to 25% 
completed 

8%  

Up to 50% 
completed 

21%  

Up to 75% 
completed 

32%  

Percentage of students that completed the Nelson-

Denny Post Test 
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Appendix F:   
 

OFFICIAL COURSE OUTLINE 
 

[ Course Description ] 

Course Number RD 097 

Course Title Introduction to College 
Reading 

Catalog Description Placement is determined by 

College testing.  
 
The primary focus of this 
developmental reading class 
is vocabulary building and 
the reading process. With 

improvement in vocabulary, 
students can also expect to 
improve their 
comprehension. Students 
review, refresh, and 
reinforce skills that my have 
become less efficient through 

a lack of application. A 
structured reading and 
writing project is designed to 
improve reading skills. Pre 
and post testing and guided 

laboratory practice are also 
included in the course.  

 
NOTE: RD097 is the first in a 
two-course sequence. If the 
initial placement is RD097, 

students will be required to 
complete RD097 and then 
RD098.  
 

[ Curriculum ] 

Student Learning Outcomes 1. Read at the 9.0 grade level 
(or higher) on vocabulary 
and 9.0 grade level on 

comprehension as evidenced 
on the Nelson-Denny 
Reading Test.  

2. Follow directions 
accurately when given 
exercises with varying 
directions.  
3. Complete daily and/or 
weekly assignments by the 

due date.  
4. State in their own words 
the meaning of sentences.  

5. Summarize the literal 
information when given a 
reading selection from a 
variety of sources.  

6. Complete the computer 
instructional material by the 
due date.  
7. Determine the purpose for 
reading and adjust rate 
accordingly when given an 
assignment to read (e.g. 

study type, recreational 

reading, or newspaper).  
8. Increase awareness of the 
process of creating meaning 
from the written word.  
9. Utilize context clues and 

word structures to determine 
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word meanings.  
10. Use SQ3R and related 
strategies to access, 
comprehend, and recall what 

is read.  
11. Use learning and note-
taking strategies appropriate 
to the material and learning 
situation.  
 

Assessment of learning 
outcomes 

Evaluation will be made 
using pre- and post-test 
scores on the Nelson-Denny 
Reading Test. Objective and 

practical-application tests 
and quizzes will be used. 
Scores on the Weaver 
Instructional Systems 
computer program will also 
assess improvement.  Short 
written papers will assess 

student facility in the 
reading/writing project. 

Course Outline 1. Make an initial diagnosis 

of each student’s reading 
using scores of Nelson-
Denny Reading Test. Help 
student realize the need for, 
and possibility of, 
improvement.  
2. Introduce student to 

computer lab and required 
vocabulary and 
comprehension program.  
3. Introduce students to 
semester-long, structured 
reading project.  

4. Present the use of context 
clues to determine the 
meaning of unknown words 
encountered in readings.  

5. Focus on the structure of 
words (roots, prefixes, 
suffixes, and cognates where 
applicable) to determine 
word meanings. 
6. Use dictionaries, 
thesaurus, and other 

reference sources to 
determine word meanings.  
7. Present strategies for 
learning vocabulary including 
the use of note cards (SAV).  
8. Teach pre-, during, and 

post-reading strategies 
including SQ3R.  
9. Focus on main ideas and 
details in the structure of 
paragraphs.  
10. Convey learning 

strategies such as 

underlining, outlining, 
mapping, and summarizing.  
11. Make a final diagnosis of 
student’s reading using the 
Nelson-Denny Reading Test. 
Contrast to initial scores. 
Relate to expectations and 

needs for college success.  
 

Instructional Strategies Strategies will include 

lecture (10-25%); small and 
large group activities and 
facilitated discussions (20-
40%); media including but 
not limited to videos; 
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overhead projector, 
Powerpoint, and Internet 
presentations (10-25%); and 
computer-assisted 

instruction (12-15%). 

Prerequisites Entering students should 
read between the 6th and 

9th grade equivalence as 
evidenced on the  

Nelson-Denny Reading Test. 
Ability to speak and be 
understood in conversational 
English is  
minimum upon entry.  

 

Co-requisite None 

Graduation Requirements This course does not fulfill 

any such requirements. 

Student provided learning 
resources 

 

Recommended Skills and/or 

Knowledge 

 

[ Technology Skills (GLO1) ] 

1. Electronic Communication 

Skills (email) 

 

2. Word Processing Skills  

3. Basic Computer Skills  

4. World Wide Web/Internet 
Skills 

 

[ Communication Skills (GLO2) ] 

1. Written  

2. Speaking  

3. Reading  

4. Listening  

[ Computation Skills (GLO3) ] 

1. Computation skills with 
positive and negative integers, 
fractions, decimals, and 
percentages 

 

2. Estimation and graphical 
interpretation skills. 

 

3. Proportional reasoning skills.  

4. Spatial reasoning skills.  

[ Critical Thinking & Problem Solving Skills (GLO4) ] 

1. Problem Solving Skills 
Including Decision-Making 
Skills for Best Strategy 

 

2. Creative Skills  

3. Explanation and Justification 

Skills 

 

4. Logic Skills  

5. Multiple Perspective-Taking 
Skills 
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[ Information Management Skills (GLO5) ] 

1. Ability to identify the 
research question, potential 
sources of information; ability 
to search, retrieve or 
information from a variety of 
sources (including human 

resources). 

 

2. Ability to physically process 

information appropriately, and 
to discern what information is 

relevant, multiple means of 
evaluation. 

 

3. Ability to paraphrase, 

synthesize, and organize 
information into an final 
product that conforms with 
effort and legal guidelines. 

 

[ Interpersonal Skills (GLO6) ] 

1. Group Interaction: Describe 
some of the challenges they 

will face working in a group or 
team because of their 
personality type/style. 

 

2. Group Interaction: Be able 
to explain the roles inherent in 
any group (e.g. recorder, 
facilitator, and reporter) and 
the function of each role. 

 

3. Group Interaction: 
Understand/demonstrate 
acceptable interpersonal skills 
in a setting (e.g. classroom, 
lab, workshop, office) 

 

appropriate for their discipline. 
(Skills include using the proper 
eye contact and body language, 
being an active listener 

4. Teamwork: Exhibit the 
ability to build consensus, 
manage conflict and 

communicate respect to other 
team members while 
accomplishing a team task. 

 

[ Personal Skills (GLO7) ] 

1. Ethics and Values. Identifies 
and applies values to guide 
ethical decisions and actions. 

 

2. Time and Resource 
Management. Manages the use 
of time and other resources to 

complete tasks and achieve 
goals. 

 

3. Responsibility. Recognizes 
and practices responsibility to 

self and others for attitudes, 
decisions, and actions. 

 

4. Lifelong Learning Skills. 

Adapts to new situations and 
demands by applying and 
developing knowledge and 
skills. 

 

[ Diversity Skills(GLO8) ] 

1. Demonstrate knowledge of 
the breadth of diversity 

(culture, race, disability, 
socioeconomic status, 
geographic origin, sexual 
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orientation, gender, age, 
religion, and/or any other 
legally protected class). 

2. Describe and analyze one's 
own cultural values, beliefs and 
biases, and the influence of 
diverse cultural perspectives on 

human thought and behavior. 

 

3. Recognize the consequences 

of societal exclusion, both past 
and present on the human 

experience. 

 

4. Articulate the difference 
between and among these 

constructs; awareness of, 
sensitivity to, tolerance for, and 
respect for, those from 
different cultures and lifestyles. 

 

5. Recognize the impact of 

socioeconomic status on life 
opportunities. 

 

[ External Need ] 

Transferability This course will not transfer. 

Accreditation This course is not thus 
required. 

Community Need This course was developed 
as a means to prepare 
underprepared students for 
success in college-level 
courses. These students have 
low ACT scores, low GPA's, 

and/or are returning adult 
learners.  
 

Life-long Learning This course will develop 
strategies and abilities for 
anyone to become a life-long 
learner. 

Target Population This course is designed for 
students who have low ACT 
scores, low GPA's, and/or 
are returning  

adult learners. It is designed 
for the at-risk population.  
 

[ Course fit within existing programs ] 

Course fit within existing 

programs 

The course contributes to 

success in all general 

education programs. 

[ Relation to Other Departments ] 

Relation to other departments The nursing and various 
health programs require 
specific grade levels for 
reading for program entry. 
The course allows for 

continual testing and 

improvement to gain such 
program entry. 

[ Institutional Information ] 
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Special Staffing Requirements Facutly must have masters 
degrees and/or experience in 
developmental education. 

Resources needed to support 
course (Library, Technology...) 
Evaluate and document what 
resources are needed to 

effectively teach this course 

The following are needed: 
audio-visual materials; a 
computer lab; a tutorial lab; 
testing materials; "healthy" 

classrooms with natural 
lighting, fresh air, and 

appropriate temperatures; 
tables with large writing 
surfaces 

Required Room Characteristics Tables with separate chairs, 
media center including 
computer/Internet 
capabilities, VHS/DVD/CD 
players. 

Institutional assessment of 
course 

Success can be assessed by 
increases in current 
retention levels and efforts 
toward improvement of such 

levels. Test scores and 
student satisfaction as 
evidenced on course 
evaluations can show 
success. 

[ Taxonomy Data ] 

IS THIS A NEW COURSE? No 

Department English 

School School of Arts & Sciences 

This course will first be offered 
in Semester Year 

 

Credits 4 

Contact Hours 4 

WKS 16 16 

Lecture Hrs/WK 4 

Lab/WK 0 

Lecture / Lab / WK 0 

Clinic WK 0 

Enrollment Limit 22 

Fees  

Is this course equivalent to 
another course? 

 

Does this course replace an 
existing course? 

 

Is this course required in a 
state approved occupational 
program? 

No 
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Is this course part of a non-
occupational department but 
required in a state approved 
occupational program? 

No 

Is this course a developmental 
course? 

Yes 

Is this course open to Early 
College/Dual Enrolled (high 
school) students? 

 

Is this course a co-op or 
seminar course? 

No 

ACS Code  

Author of New Course  

Department Head/Program 
Director: 

J. Paasche 

Date of ADC Approval  

V.P. Academic Affairs Approval  

Final Document Date 19 Dec. 20 

No signature available yet 
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Appendix G: 

 

RD 098  

Course Title The title should 
indicate the main topic of the 
course. 

College Reading  

Catalog Description This is the 
course description that will appear 
in the catalog. 

Placement is determined 
by College testing.  
 
This is a developmental 

reading class which 
provides students the 
necessary time to review, 
refresh, and extend skills 
that may have become less 
efficient through a lack of 
application. The emphasis 

is on comprehension skills 

and an introduction to 
critical reading. To 
facilitate this 
development, a computer-
assisted program must be 

completed. A structured 
reading and writing 
project are included in 
order to improve critical 
thinking and 
metacognitive skills.  
 

RD098 is the second 
course in a two-course 
sequence; it follows 
RD097. If the initial 
placement is RD098, 
students will be required 

to complete the course 
requirements for RD098 
only.  

Student Learning 
Outcomes List statements that 
specify in behavioral (measurable) 
terms what a learner should be 

able to know, do, or value after 
the successful completion of the 

course. 
 
Please number each outcome. 

1. Read at the 11.0 grade 
level of comprehension as 
evidenced on the Nelson-
Denny Reading Test.  

2. Follow directions 
accurately when given 

exercises with varying 
directions.  
3. Complete daily and/or 
weekly assignments by the 
due date.  

4. Define and use a list of 
approximately 300 words, 
determined by computer 
placement, with at least 
80% accuracy.  
5. State in their own words 
the meaning of sentences 

and list inferences that can 
be made from them.  
6. Write an appropriate 
title, list supporting 
details, and draw 
appropriate conclusions 

and inferences when given 
paragraphs to read.  
7. Evaluate the credibility 
of information from 
various sources.  
8. Construct a meaningful 

response which reflects 

literal and/or critical 
interpretation when given 
assigned or student-
selected texts.  
9. Pick out key words and 
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gain an impression of 
whether the material is 
appropriate for the 
student's purpose when 

given a selection to 
preview for a general idea 
of contents.  
10. Summarize the literal 
information and critically 
apply and evaluate the 
author’s message when 

given a reading selection.  
11.Determine the purpose 
for reading and adjust rate 
accordingly when given an 
assignment to read (e.g., 
study type, recreational 

reading, or newspaper).  
12. Explore a variety 
nonfiction texts and 
respond by writing various 
responses, including but 
not limited to journals and 

critical analysis.  

13.Complete the computer 
instructional material by 
the due date.  
14. Employ various note 
taking and critical thinking 
strategies using expository 
text related to varied 

academic content areas.  

Departmental Requirements 
for the Assessments 

Evaluation will be made 
using pre- and post-test 

scores on the Nelson-
Denny Reading Test. 
Objective and practical-
application tests and 
quizzes will be used. 
Scores on the Weaver 

Instructional Systems 
computer program will 
also assess improvement. 
Short written papers will 

assess student facility in 
the reading/writing 
project. A CERA 
(Curriculum Embedded 
Reading Assessment) will 
be administered as both 
pre and post assessment.  

Course Outline Provide in outline 
form, the topics to be covered in 
this course. 

1. Make an initial diagnosis 
of each studentï¿½s 
reading using scores of 

Nelson-Denny Reading 
Test and a Curriculum 
Embedded Reading 
Assessment (CERA). Help 
student realize the need 
for and possibility of 
improvement.  

2. Introduce student to the 

connection between 
reading and writing skills.  
3. Introduce students to 
critical reading and 
metacognitive routines 

such as identifying 
confusion and strategies 
for dealing with 
comprehension.  
4. Introduce student to 
computer lab and required 
vocabulary and 

comprehension program.  
5. Introduce student to 
reading and writing 
project using selected 
supplementary expository 
texts. Model journal 
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response prior to reading 
and small and large group 
discussion skills. Assign a 
culminating reading 

project after instructing 
student in summarizing 
skills and in the process of 
integrating information 
from a variety of sources.  
6. Instruct student in skills 
for better paragraph 

reading, including 
identification of topic and 
topic sentence (stated and 
implied), primary and 
secondary details, patterns 
of organization, annotation 

of texts, and mapping.  
7. Instruct student in 
critical reading skills and 
strategies, including 
identifying connotations 
and denotations, fact and 

opinions, figurative 

language, inferences, 
drawing conclusions, bias, 
propaganda, application 
and problem solving, and 
evaluation.  
8. Present student with 
strategies and 

opportunities for practice 
in taking tests more 
successfully.  
9. Convey learning 

strategies such as 
underlining, outlining, 

mapping, and 
summarizing.  
10. Make a final diagnosis 
of studentï¿½s reading 

using the Nelson-Denny 
Reading Test and CERA. 
Contrast to initial scores. 
Relate to expectations and 

needs for college success.  

Instructional Strategies List the 
percent ranges for the differing 

instructional strategies 
to be employed in teaching this 

course. 

Strategies will include 
lecture (10-25%); small 

and large group activities 
and facilitated discussions 

(20-40%); media 
including but not limited to 
videos; overhead 
projector, Powerpoint, and 
Internet presentations 

(10-25%); and computer-
assisted instruction (12-
15%).  

Prerequisites List the GRCC 
courses that a student should 
have completed  

before taking this course. This 
section will be included with the  
course description in the catalog. 

Entry-level students 
should read at or above 
the 9th grade equivalent 

as evidenced on the 
Nelson-Denny Reading 
Test. Ability to speak and 
be understood in 

conversational English is 
needed upon entry.  

Co-requisite None  

Graduation 
Requirements Document with 

appropriate justification if this 
course fulfills any GRCC Associate 

Degree Group Distribution 
Requirements. 

This course does not fulfill 
any such requirements.  

Transferability List, if any, This course will not 
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colleges and universitites that will 
accept this course as a transfer, 
along with what this course will 
transfer as at the appropriate four 

year school. 

transfer.  

Accreditation Specify if this 
course is required by an external 

body such as a Board of Licensure 
or accrediting body. 

This course is not thus 
required.  

Community Need Provide data 
which supports the development 

of this course as a response to a 
documented community need. 

This course was developed 
as a means to prepare 

underprepared students 
for success in college-level 
courses. These students 
have low ACT scores, low 
GPA's, and/or are 
returning adult learners.  

Life-long Learning Make a 
statement and provide data that 
supports the potential for 

community interest in this course 

beyond degree requirements. 

This course will develop 
strategies and abilities for 
anyone to become a life-

long learner.  

Target Population Make a 
statement which describes for 

whom this course is being offered. 

This course is designed for 
students who have low 

ACT scores, low GPA's, 
and/or are returning  
adult learners. It is 
designed for the at-risk 
population.  

End 1. Developmental 
Education We prepare 
developmental students for 
college and/or work. All students 
are encouraged, supported, and 

given opportunities to reach their 

Students are placed in the 
course based on 
Accuplacer results. Their 
placement is confirmed 
through use of the Nelson-

Denny Reading Test. The 

goals within their own learning 
styles. 

Weaver Instructional 
software provides 
technological practice.  
The Weaver Instructional 

software allows students 
to remediate their 
vocabulary and 
comprehension skills at 
their instructional grade 
level. When small group 
instruction is used, 

students choose roles 
based on their own 
personality strengths.  
An introductory 
information sheet requests 
that students identify any 

learning disabilities or 
special learning needs that 
they have. A screening 
device is used to identify 
dyslexic tendencies.  

End 2. Transfer & 
Articulation We provide quality 
liberal arts and transfer programs 
that enable students to continue 
their education successfully at 

other institutions. 

The course enables 
students to complete the 
regular college curriculum 
which may lead to 
transfer.  

End 3. Community 
Outreach We serve the 
community as a quality 

educational resource providing 
leadership in response to the 

expressed needs of the 
community. 

Through journals and 
subsequent discussions, 
the various services and 

programs from which 
students might benefit are 

made known.  
The faculty provides funds 
to the Specilized Language 
Development Learning 

Center (SLD) to provide 
testing and services not 
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provided by the College.  
Classes are offered during 
the day, late afternoon, 
and evening.  

Periodic Reading 
Department meetings are 
held.  

End 4. Lifelong Learning We 
assist persons who want to 
continue, renew, or enrich their 

learning throughout their lives. 

Courses are open 
enrollment. Independent 
studies involving 

computer-assisted 
learning can be arranged.  
No course prerequisite 
exists.  

The course develops 
reading ability which in 
turn will help learners gain 
degrees or certificates.  

End 5. Diversity We promote 
understanding of diversity for all 

people in a quality, respectful, and 
motivating environment. 

Diversity is done through 
open enrollment and 

ability testing.  
Faculty participate in 
hiring diverse faculty 
members. All faculty 

support the open 
enrollment practice.  

End 6. Flexible Learning We 

meet the needs of the community 
by providing flexible learning 
opportunities in a timely manner. 

Day, late afternoon, and 

evening classes are 
offered. Courses are 
offered year-round. 
Independent computer 

seminars are offered.  
Students are allowed to 
complete and make up 

work in the Reading & 
Writing Lab. The Computer 
Lab can be used for 

alternative or independent 
work.  

End 7. Workforce 
Development GRCC students 
achieve the skills necessary for 
success in the workplace, today, 
tomorrow and into the future. 

This is done through 
attending conferences, 
reading professional 
journals, emails from 
colleagues, and face-to-

face dialogue.  
The course provides 
reading experience to 

facilitate development of 
background knowledge 
which is necessary for 
occupational success.  

Presentations are made in 
a variety of modes, 
including, but not limited 
to video, small group 
activities, and computer-
assisted learning.  

1a. Please Explain This can be done to submit 

make up work.  

4a. Please Explain This is done for the 
Reading/Writing project 
responses and papers.  

1a. Please Explain Students are required to 
compute their own grades 
and class standing 
periodically.  

1a. Please Explain This is practiced when 

identifying main ideas and 
performing literary 
analysis of selected 
readings.  

1b. Please Explain This is done when creating 
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summaries based on 
various readings.  

2a. Please Explain Positive and negative 
behaviors are perceived 
through journaling about 
personal and academic 
concerns.  

2a. Please Explain Summarizing and short 
essay responses practices 

and evaluate such ability.  

1a. Please Explain Students choose and or 
are assigned roles to 
perform in groups for a 
common goal or task.  

1b. Please Explain Collaborative activities 
often rotate roles.  

1a. Please Explain By raising student's level 
of literacy, the course 

enables them to realize a 
successful personal and 
professional life.  

2a. Please Explain Brainstorming skills of 
cooperation, partnering 
and job sharing help to 

assess and raise skill 
levels.  

3a. Please Explain Raising a student's level of 

literacy raises awarenes of 

such issues and solutions.  

4a. Please Explain Improving critical thinking 
and literacy provide access 

to more beneficial 
sources.  

Course fit within existing 
programs Document how this 
course is designed to augment or 
enhance an existing program. 

The course contributes to 
success in all general 
education programs.  

Relation to other 
departments Document how this 
course meets the requested needs 

of another program at GRCC. 
Identify any similar courses in 
other departments and document 

why this course is needed in 
addition to these courses. 
Document any collaboration 
between this course and other 

departments or courses. 

The nursing and various 
health programs require 
specific grade levels for 

reading for program entry. 
The course allows for 
continual testing and 

improvement to gain such 
program entry.  

Special Staffing 
Requirements In most cases it 

will be enough to state  
'Standard requirements for the 
_______ Department apply'. 

Masters Degree in reading 
required; experience in 

developmental education 
preferred.  

Resources needed to support 
course (Library, Technology...) 

Evaluate and document what 
resources are needed to 
effectively teach this 
course Evaluate and document 
what resources are needed to 
effectively teach this course. 

The following are needed: 
audio-visual materials; a 

computer lab; a tutorial 
lab; testing materials; 
"healthy" classrooms with 
natural lighting, fresh air, 
and appropriate 
temperatures; tables with 

large writing surfaces  

Required Room Characteristics Tables with separate 
chairs, media center 

including 

computer/Internet 
capabilities, VHS/DVD/CD 
players and Elmos.  

Institutional assessment of Success can be assessed 
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course Document the measurable 
criteria instructors, the 
department, and the college will 
use to assess the success of the 

course over time. 

by increases in current 
retention levels and efforts 
toward improvement of 
such levels. Test scores 

and student satisfaction as 
evidenced on course 
evaluations can show 
success.  

IS THIS A NEW COURSE? No  

Department Select one. English  

School School of Arts & Sciences  

Semester: F S W ALL  

Credits 4  

Contact Hours 4  

WKS 16 16  

Enrollment Limit 22  

Is this course required in a 
state approved occupational 
program? 

No  

Is this course part of a non-
occupational department but 
required in a state approved 
occupational program? 

No  

Prerequisite List the GRCC 
courses that a student should 

have completed  
before taking this course. This 

section will be included with  
the course description in the 
catalog. 

None  

1a. Please Explain These interactive 
classrooms have diverse 
populations (racial, ethnic, 
country of origin).  

2a. Please Explain The community college 
charter allows for open 
enrollment and financial 

aid without respect to 
gender or ethnicity.  

11. Other Raising students' literacy 
levels will increase their 

successful involvement 
with the community. The 
faculty support 
organizations which the 
College does not provide 
(SLD Center).  

Is this course a developmental 
course? 

Yes  

Is this course open to Early 
College/Dual Enrolled (high 
school) students? 

No  

Is this course a co-op or 
seminar course? 

No  

Is this course approved for 
online/Hybrid instruction? 

No  

Is this course part of an 

accredited program? 

No  

Author of New Course Vikki Cooper  

Department Head/Program 
Director: 

J. Balyeat  

Final Document Date 19 Dec. 20  
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